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Historical 
Linguistics as part 
of evolutionary 
anthropology
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Broadly:

Darwinian evolution as applied to non-biological 
systems, such as Language and Culture.



Cultural evolution Richerson and Boyd (), Cavalli-Sforza (), Mesoudi 
(2010); Dediu et al (2013); Gray et al (2008)

Approach to the study of the past that looks at:

● the role of horizontal vs vertical transmission
● commonalities and differences between

societies
● causes of change
● causes of group split

Aka

★ Using trees to study 
the past
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Advantages of 
evolutionary 
thinking for 
historical 
linguistics

● Explicit models of language change
● “Families” of answers rather than single 

answers
● Explicit quantification of uncertainty
● Rigorous and consistent treatment of data 
● A view of language change that is explicitly 

connected with what people do (e.g. where they 
move)

● A way of bridging population-level vs 
Individual-level questions (the old conundrum of 
what happens in the heads of individuals vs 
what happens to languages)

Cf. Gray et al 2008, Gray and Atkinson 2003, Bowern 
2010, Bowern 2018
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What 
computational 
phylogenetics is 
not (or shouldn’t 
be)

● Trying to find exact parallels between elements 
of biology and elements of language [e.g. what 
is the equivalent of DNA]

● Trying to replace methods like the Comparative 
Method

● Trying simply to replicate results known from 
earlier research [except as a check to evaluate 
new methods]

● Fishing with dynamite
● Trying to circumvent the limitations of linguistic 

data [e.g. to reconstruct remote relationships]

for further critiques cf Pereltsveig & Lewis 2014; 
Kiparsky 2014; Blench 2015; Donohue 2013; and for 
reactions: Verkerk 2017, Bowern 2017, 2018, Greenhill 
and Gray 2012, etc
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Linguistic and 
biological evolution

● Broad parallels:

○ units [genes, words, etc]

○ transmitted within a population

○ subject to variation

● Crucial differences:

○ rates of change

○ mechanism of transmission

○ changes across lifespan

○ inheritance of acquired traits
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Linguistics and 
biology: do the 
differences matter?

Lewontin (1970); Sterelny (2009): probably not, as long 
as the following criteria are met:

★ Variation
★ Differential fitness [aka selection]
★ Heritability

That is, any system with these properties can be 
modeled in general terms using evolutionary methods, 
though the specifics of the models will vary.

Therefore, we need to be careful about the specifics of 
our models and what the assumptions are (true of any 
research!)
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A Bayesian analysis 
:: key components

● A testable research question
● Coded data to test it with
● A model (or family of models) to fit to the data
● Some way of evaluating the models
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How do linguists 
build trees?

Comparative Method

● Reconstruct sound changes
● Draw tree minimizing number of independent 

changes
● But take note of relative chronology 

Distance-based methods 

● Measure similarity between languages (e.g. 
number of shared features)

● Cluster based on grouping most similar 
languages together

Character-based methods

● Draw tree that best reflects evolutionary history 
of individual features.
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Working with Data:
Test case for Nexus and SplitsTree
See handout
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Unidentified wordlists

● Poorly attested materials: do they belong to 
languages we already know about?

● Or are there additional languages not 
previously identified in classifications?

● Can we classify languages with doubtful 
subgroup affiliation?

● Solution: code for cognacy and investigate 
phylogenetically

● Relevant both for science and for 
revitalization/reclamation efforts 
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Bigambalic
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Kinship - sibling ancestral state 
reconstruction
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Color: 
correlated 
evolution
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